
As July comes to an end, I would like to take this opportunity to share with you the significant 
accomplishments that Monday Properties has achieved during the first half of this year. In 
a market environment that continues to be challenging and highly competitive, we have 
generated outstanding growth across our business and remain focused on delivering attractive 
risk adjusted returns.

You may recall that we kicked off 2017 with the historic announcement that Nestlé would 
become our anchor tenant at 1812 North Moore. This was a key milestone for our firm and 
for the greater Northern Virginia market as it highlighted the important hub that Rosslyn has 
become in the Washington, D.C. area, and further reinforced the industry-leading companies 
we are continuing to attract to our world-class properties. We also expanded our presence to 
the West Coast market with the strategic hires of Phil Cyburt, Carl Groner and David Terian;  
seasoned industry veterans whose depth of experience and expertise have already helped

to take our business to the next level via the acquisition of our first property in Southern California.

We successfully refinanced our Rosslyn portfolio, and renewed and expanded our lease with the U.S. State Department. 
All told, over the past 18 months, Monday Properties has transacted on an impressive 1.1 million square feet of leasing 
activity.

Going forward, we intend to capitalize on the momentum from corporate relocations, and we expect to see sustained 
growth in commercial real estate leasing over the coming months. Importantly, we remain bullish on the market, and 
confident in our ability to successfully execute against our strategic business plan.

On behalf of the entire team at Monday Properties, thank you for your continued support and partnership. We are excited 
to build on our success during the second half of the year. I encourage you to follow Monday Properties on LinkedIn and 
Twitter to stay up to date on our latest announcements.

Sincerely,
Anthony Westreich, Founding Managing Partner, Monday Properties
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Monday Properties Refinances Rosslyn Portfolio

Monday Properties has refinanced debt on a portfolio of nine office buildings in 
Rosslyn, VA, consolidating maturing mortgages on the properties into a roughly 
$888M financing. The lender, an unnamed debt fund, originated a $700M mortgage 
and a $188M credit facility that Monday Properties will use to renovate and re-lease the 
space in the roughly 2.6 million SF portfolio. “The financing reinforces our commitment 
to the portfolio and the Rosslyn market, where we’ve leased 650,000 SF of space over 
the past 18 months,” said Anthony Westreich, founding managing partner.

Monday Properties worked with Eastdil Secured, which is familiar with the portfolio, 
to arrange the financing and selected its lenders given their sophistication. “These 
buildings have vacancies and have capital needs that will be necessary to tenant 
them,” Westreich said. “We needed a lender who understood the real estate and this 
group is as sophisticated as they come. Their loan terms and the economics of their 
offer really stood out.”

https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/55870/
https://twitter.com/MondayRE


Monday Properties purchase of the 300,000-SF Beauregard 
Office Park consists of 1500, 1600, 1800, 1900 and 2000 
North Beauregard Street in Alexandria, VA. Existing tenants 
of the buildings, which range in size from three to six stories, 
include Inova Health System, Virginia Hospital Center, City of 
Alexandria and DXC Technologies (formerly HP Enterprises). 

The property has been rebranded as Beauregard Professional 
Center. Monday Properties, which will provide management, 
construction and leasing services at the office park, said it 
plans extensive upgrades to the on-site amenities, common 
areas and landscaping to offer high-quality conference,  
fitness and food services. 
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Monday Properties’ first SoCal acquisition is a seven-story 
office building in Laguna Hills, CA. The 120,000-SF property 
ticks a number of boxes for Monday Properties, which is 
shifting back into acquisition mode after spending most of the 
past three years at a net seller.

“As a transitional asset in an infill market, Spectrum Tower fits 
into our investment thesis,” said Phil Cyburt, managing partner. 
“Although the building has been a good performer over the 
years and is fully leased, there’s the potential to create value as 
leases expire. This is a well maintained building but it’s also in 
need of some renovations. We’ve got an opportunity to create 
value for the tenant base, with some outdoor seating and 
creating well-articulated entrances,” he added. “The bones of 
the building are very good, which is one of the things we loved 
about it.”

Monday Properties Acquires Spectrum Tower

Monday Properties Acquires Beauregard Office Park

“Monday Properties sees tremendous opportunity in 
Beauregard Office Park and is excited to upgrade  
the property to amplify the tenant experience.  
The acquisition will further strengthen Monday’s  
strategic thesis in finding unparalleled investments  
for our investors.”

Anthony Westreich, Founding Managing Partner
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Monday Properties has refinanced the debt on 1812 N. Moore Street in Rosslyn, more 
than four years after lining up its $200 million construction loan for the Washington 
region’s tallest office building.

Monday and partner Goldman Sachs locked in a five-year loan earlier this month for 
$250 million, months ahead of a December maturity on the construction loan they 
took out in 2013 for the 35-story, 580,000-SF building. The majority of that new debt 
will be reused to repay an outstanding balance of $180 million, but it also includes up 
to $70 million to be used for tenant improvements and building upgrades featuring an 
expanded fitness center and new 12,000-SF conference facility.

“Our lenders shared our vision and belief – the Rosslyn submarket is on a strong  
path of recovery and continues to be poised to be one of the more desirable parts  
of the overall greater Washington, DC area.”                                 – Anthony Westreich 

Monday Properties Refinances 1812 North Moore
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Lothian, Maryland-based Greenstreet Green Walls was commissioned by Monday 
Properties and worked with Fox Architects and AgroSci to design and install it. 

The 780-SF wall — 66 feet wide, with a height that varies from about five to 19 
feet — is more than just plants stuck in pots on a wall. The active green wall system 
recirculates air, water and nutrients to the plants’ root zone at a rate that forces the 
plants to actively perform their natural processes continuously. 

“A living wall brings nature inside for a cleaner, healthier and more welcoming space, 
and green walls are the green way to purify indoor air,” said Greenstreet Green Walls 
owner Ray Greenstreet. 

“Implementing innovative and original solutions to elevate the tenant experience has 
allowed Monday’s buildings to stay ahead of the curve. In this instance, the green wall 
is a perfect complement to our ongoing commitment to sustainable design with our 
LEED Gold certification,” said Monday Properties Managing Partner Tim Helmig. 

1000 Wilson Boulevard Home to 2nd-Largest Active Green Wall
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State Department Inks Long-term Deal to Consolidate Rosslyn Footprint

Philip W. Cyburt, Monday’s New Managing Partner, Spearheads West Coast Expansion

Monday Properties opened an LA office and has begun targeting acquisitions in Los Angeles 
and along the West Coast.

“We’ve always wanted to open a West Coast office,” said Anthony Westreich, Monday’s chief 
executive. “We’ve been waiting for the right time and the right person.”

That person turned out to be Philip Cyburt, previously chief executive at Laurus Corp. in 
Century City. Monday’s plan is to draw on his background in office, multifamily, and hotel 
projects to look for properties in those sectors that could benefit from a pump of investment.

Cyburt said he is aiming for Monday to have about $2 billion of assets under management in the  
next five years in West Coast markets such as Los Angeles, San Diego, Seattle, and Portland.

With over three decades of experience in commercial real estate, Mr. Cyburt has been instrumental in completing more 
than $10 billion in real estate transactions in major markets across the U.S.

The State Department is renewing its full-building lease at 1701 North Fort Myer Drive and the 
adjacent 1200 Wilson Boulevard, expanding to fill the remaining vacancy in that building. The 
agency will add 57K SF to its current footprint, bringing it to a total of 343K SF. As part of the 
deal, Monday will create a secured, above-grade connector between the two building lobbies, 
turning the properties into a cohesive campus.

“The great benefit of this commitment by State Department 
is also the residual benefit that we have with the private sector 

contracting environment that the State Department partners  
with,” Monday Properties Managing Partner Tim Helmig said.

GSA’s Santoni Graham and Gary Arabak, along with a CBRE Group Inc. team including 
Henry Chapman and Sara Dunstan, represented the federal government in the deal. 
Helmig and John Wharton, Monday’s senior vice president of leasing, represented the 
landlord in the deal along with FD Stonewater brokers Joe Delogu and Chad Habeeb.



One of the world’s largest 
nutrition, wellness and health 
companies will invest $39.8 
million and create 748 new jobs 
in Arlington County, VA. In an 
historic move, Nestlé will initially 
lease 40% of the building, or 
206,000 SF, on the 27th through 
35th floors with the ability to 
expand to over 250,000 SF. 
Nestlé was represented by Lou 
Christopher and R. Todd Doney 
of CBRE. The Landlord team 
was represented by Tim Helmig, 
Austin Freeman and John 
Wharton at Monday Properties 

and Evan Behr and Doug Mueller at Jones Lang LaSalle.

Soaring 390 feet, the LEED Platinum certified 1812 North 
Moore Street is metropolitan Washington, DC’s tallest 
building with unprecedented visibility and recognition in 
the marketplace. Of incomparable caliber, distinct design 
and boasting the most efficient floor plates of any trophy 
building in the area, the building offers 537,000 SF spanning 
35 stories. The project’s remaining floors (encompassing 
over 300,000 SF) provide future tenants with quality view 
space which is situated within a neighboring “who’s who” 
tenancy.

“Nestlé’s relocation to Northern Virginia is emblematic 
of how Rosslyn has become an epicenter to access 
culture, talent and a highly-educated workforce, all 
of which combine to create an ideal environment for 
employees and employers.”

Anthony Westreich, Founding Managing Partner

“The magnitude of securing one of the most widely 
recognized corporate brands in the world reinforces 
our initial strategic business plan which was to develop 
an office project that would attract prestigious 
corporate tenants to occupy what is arguably 
the highest quality designed office project in the 
metropolitan Washington, D.C. area.”

Tim Helmig, Managing Partner

Nestlé USA, Inc. relocates U.S. Corporate Headquarters to 1812 North Moore Street
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OVER 1.1M SF LEASED IN 18 MONTHS!
TOP TRANSACTIONS INCLUDE:


